
 

Edius is an easy to use video, audio and digital media editing software that was developed by gosub.tv. Edius is a professional and powerful program that will allow you to quickly and efficiently, create and edit videos with ease. This video creator software is a fully customizable tool that comes with a set of tools. What they all have in common is the ability to create something unique, fast and visually
attractive. Edius is very easy to use. Just drag the videos or images on which you want to work with them on the timeline, change its aspect ratio or resolution, give it titles and make edits as you wish. The interface is very intuitive and only few clicks are needed to create something spectacular. Edius offers features that are useful for even professional editors, such as Audio Player for selecting
tracks/takeover them with your voice or music, Video Editor for adding titles, transitions effects, titles or text on video clips. The program is compatible with video formats, including WMV, AVI, RM, ASF, MOV, MP4 or 3GP. The import format can be selected from the list. It also offers the possibility to upload videos via FTP or HTTP. Edius functions are very easy to navigate through. Drag and
drop your video file onto the timeline and make edits as you wish. Edius also comes with the capability of editing multiple videos simultaneously in different timelines. To do that just select multiple clips on the timeline and click "Edit Multiple Clips/s". The program uses its own system for saving your videos directly to your hard drive or to a flash drive/DVD burner without requiring additional
software for burning files to disc. Edius also allows to record audio directly from your microphone or other input device. It comes with all the necessary tools for recording video, audio and music. The program allows you to split your clips into separate tracks, apply effects to them and use them as loops. It also offers the possibility to insert subtitles for subtitles for your videos. The program is
portable, so it can easily fit on your laptop or laptop computer so it is easy to carry it around. Edius 6.02 rar Password : www.downloaded.net Edius 602 full version download links: escpebegkhasdmsm, http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2353u2_edius-602-full-version-free-download_tech https://mega.
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